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Find the correct answers (a, b, c, or d) and mark them on your answer sheets.
1. Tom's letter contains the ............... of his ideas. It tells you all his ideas a altogether.
a. some

b. same

c. sum

d. sound

2. A …………… usually changes a word from one part of speech to another.
a. stem

b. part

c. root

d. suffix

3. There are three kinds of word elements: prefixes, ..............., and suffixes.
a. rates

b. roots

c. parts

d. letters

4. Once you learn to look for the common letters, you should be able to identify word elements. 'Once'
means ............... .
a. one

b. where

c. when

d. how

5. The prefix 'ant.' in the words 'antacid' and 'antagonist' means ............... .
a. two

b. after

c. before

d. opposite

6. Although Tehran is the capital of Iran, it is not at the ............... part of this country.
a. center

b. central

c. centers

d. centrally

7. Mary speaks French but her native tongue is English. 'Tongue' means ............... .
a. lip

b. tooth

c. mouth

d. language

c. because

d. caused

c. to express

d. express to

8. She passed the test …………hard work.
a. thanks to

b. thanks

9. The ............... power of English is enormous.
a. expressive

b. expressively
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10. In the sentence ' English is the most frequently taught second language', the word "taught" is a(n)
............... .
a. compound

b. noun

c. adjective

d. adverb

11. My friend decided to pursue his studies at a university. 'Pursue' means ............... .
a. stop

b. continue

c. leave

d. change

12. Linguistics is an ............... topic for discussion.
a. interest

b. interests

c. interested

d. interesting

c. troubled

d. troubling

13. Can I ............... you to open the door?
a. trouble

b. troubles

14. In the sentence 'You should know what you are looking for before you decide to choose it', "before you
decide to choose it" is a(n) ............... .
a. adjective clause

b. adverb clause

c. noun

d. verb

c. surrounding

d. to surround

15. She lives somewhere in the ............... area.
a. surround

b. surrounds

16. Considering the old man's ..............., they must have left the city.
a. remarks

b. remarkable

c. the remarkable

d. remarkably

17. We can infer the meaning of a word from the context within which it is used. 'Which' refers to
............... .
a. a word

b. we

c. the meaning

d. the context

18. To infer is to reach an opinion either from facts ............... through reasoning.
a. nor

b. or

c. other

d. neither
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19. The prefix 'pre.' in the word 'prefix' means ............... .
a. before

b. after

c. again

d. opposite

c. have been

d. had been

20. She has decorated the rooms.
The rooms ............... decorated by her.
a. will be

b. has been

21. The word 'pig' is the name of an animal, but has ............... for policeman in English.
a. boldface

b. completion

c. connotation

d. distribution

22. The shortened form of a word or phrase used to represent the whole is called ............... .
a. idiom

b. proverb

c. paragraph

d. abbreviation

23. Related words usually differ from the entry word because they ............... suffixes.
a. consist

b. contain

c. include of

d. contain of

24. The suffix '.less' in the word 'worthless' means ............... .
a. with

b. again

c. before

d. without

25. He changed his profession and chose a new career. 'Career' means ............... .
a. job

b. city

c. house

d. shop

26. A definition should not be more difficult to understand than the words it defines. 'It' refers to .............. .
a. the word

b. difficult

c. definition

d. defines

27. If she ............... the first six chapters of the book, she could pass the test.
a. study

b. studying

c. studied

d. will study

28. Trying to understand what you read is better than learning by …………… .
a. rote

b. rate

c. route

d. road
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29. The buildings are well …………… with the landscape.
a. integrate

b. integrates

c. integration

d. integrated

30. Since each person has the three types of memory, one should use all three but exploit the strongest.
'Since' means …………… .
a. from

b. because

c. as

d. than

31.The price structure in economics is …………… .It is not simple.
a. complicate

b. complicated

c. complication

d. complicating

32.'WHO', World …………… Organization, is one of the organizations of the United Nations.
a. Health

b. Healthy

c. Healthily

d. the Healthy

33. A tool which is used for a particular purpose especially for delicate or scientific work is called a(n)
…………… .
a. part

b. department

c. instrument

d. instruction

34. The prefix 'co.' in the word 'coherent' means …………… .
a. together

b. without

c. apart

d. again

35. Measure to what extent you have gained a certain body of knowledge and skills. 'Gained' means
…………… .
a. given

b. delivered

c. forgotten

d. obtained

36. The village has lost most of its …………. They have moved to large cities.
a. situations

b. summaries

c. successes

d. inhabitants

37. The noun form of the verb 'interpret' is …………… .
a. interpreted

b. interpretation

c. interpretable

d. interpretably
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38. The word 'skinny' has negative association, but 'slender' has …………… connotation.
a. negative

b. neutral

c. positive

d. repeated

39. Etymologies are always …………… in square brackets in a dictionary entry.
a. enclosed

b. hidden

c. missed

d. disappeared

40. For leisure reading, we select the newspaper …………… philosophy we share.
a. who

b. whose

c. who's

d. whom
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